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Viet Nam Elections Hit by Candidates
Federation of Teachers in the
Union Ballr()om,
Mrs. Schmidt, a write in peace
candidate running to give people
against the War in Viet Nam a
chance to express their opinion,
said that the U.S. was acting as
the main aggressor in the conflict.
Civil War
She said that the war was a
civil one between rival factions of
an independant nation, and that
the U.S. was supporting one of
·the factions.
Mrs. Schmidt called for the U.S.
to stop all bombing both in the
north and south of Viet N am and
for an end to all aggression by
American troops.
"The United States should also

recognize that two thirds of Viet
Nam was under control of the National Liberation Front. She
asked for recognition of the Viet
Cong. ''Recognition does imply approval of a government," she
said.
Condemns VietNam Elections
She condemed the election in
VietNam by saying that the people were not allowed to run if
they did not support the government position and they were not
allowed to discuss the issues.
Cook lashed out at the administration for what he called misleading the American people with
the "rosy" talk about Viet Nam.
He said that the administration
had what he called a no-win attitude.
Specify Purposes
He called for the U.S. to specify
its purposes and reason for the
war and asked for a conference of
allies to prosecute the war on· a
united front. We should take a
firm stand, give our whole
hearted support and try and get
an honorable peace out of the
conflict he said.
About China, Cook said that he
thought we needed to re-evaluate
our present foreign policy but
that any foreign policy we adopted should," be honorable in Asia
and respected by our enemies."
To Halt Spread
Morris in a prepared statement
said that the U.S. needed to be
in VietNam to halt the spread of
Communist aggression. He said
that the conflict in Viet Nam was
a prototype of national liberation
which the Communists hope to
use to control the world.
He called any retreat or use of

Wolfpack Runs
Best Meet Yet
The Wolfpack cross-country
team, running the best meet of
the season, came in second in the
three-mile Colorado Invitational
meet last weekend.
In the process the Lobos
drubbed the previously undefeated
University of Colorado Buffaloes.
A surprisingly strong team from
Colorado State University won
the meet by scoring 43 points.
The scoring in cross country is a
system in which the winner is
the team with the lowest score.
Wyoming Upset
The Rams of CSU were followed in the team standings by
the Lobos, who scored 49, and
Colorado with 52. The highly
touted Wyoming team led by Mike
Gregorio finished a poor fourth.
The cowboys had been rated
above the Lobos before the meet.
Coach Hugh Hackett said be

AXO's Post Win
In Ditty Bog Tilt
Tickets to "The Blue Max," a
Fox·Winrock film, went to Alpha
Chi Omega social sorority for
filling 130 "ditty" bags for servicemen in Viet Nam.
Larry Wells, chairman of the
campus drive to provide Christmas gifts, announced the Newman Center in second place with
120 and the Navy ROTC with 95.
Participants Congratulated
A returned Marine Corps Veteran, Wells and Dan Dennison,
Associated Students president,
congratulated all cooperating students and organizations.
Merchants Thanked
The Associated Students of
tJNM extend their thanks to the
following Albuquerque merchants
who donated merchandise to fill
Red Cross ditty bags for Operation Jingle Bells. The merchants
are: McClellans at Highland
shopping center; Walgreen Drug
and Montgomery Wards at Winrock; Skaggs at Fair Plaza; Foodway; Globe; Albuquerque National Bank; Henry Hillson Dry
Goods; and Beck News Agency.

NOW OPEN

U-CUE Billiards
Ladies FREE with an es-

cort - Monday, Oct. 31
thru our GRAND OPENING, Thursday, Nov. 3
Your Host

JIMMY MOORE
National llillfard Champion

3005 CENTRAL NE
Next fo Lobo Artl C l -

felt that for the first time this
season the Wolfpack had run as
a team. "All five runners were
well up in the scoring," Hackett
said. "This competition was the
best that we've faced this year,"
he added.
Scott Sets Record
George Scott set his usual blistering pace at the beginning of
the race and covered the first
mile in 4:30.0, leaving the rest
of the field far behind. Scott led
all the way after his fast start
and finished with a winning time
of 14:32.1. The time was forty
seconds better than the secondplace finisher and set a new
course record.
Web Loudat, running his best
race of the season, finished a surprising third. Pete DeWindt,
hamp~t~4... b,v. -!' bad cold, placed
eighth: Coach .Hackett was particularly pleased with the showings
of Bob Nanninga and Pete DeOrio who finished 15th and 22nd
respectively. Both runners are
handicapped by injuries but
nevertheless ran well.

atomic weapons to bring an end
of the war would be the easy way
out. A way which would lead to a
price more costly that the method
we' are now employing,
He said that the U.S. was
ready to negotiate anytime any-
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RENTS TUXEDOS

Senote Is Foiling
In Its leadership~-,

COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
ENTIRE OUTFIT $10.00
fndudes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders,
Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere.
FIRST AND GOLD
BUTIERFIELD
YOUR PERSONAL
SERVICE JEWELER

DIAL 247-4347

Prelude
brilliant prophecy of love
diamonds by ORANGE BLOSSOM
AS SEEN IN ••• INGENUE ••• BRIDES , • •
SEVENTEEN

w

AMERICAN
GEM
SOCIETY
OPPOSITE UNM MU:.IC HAll 2312 CENTRAL SE

YOU'LL GO BACK

"FOR SECONDS"

on ...

with your car?
Let us help you'Since 1947'

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION

a

a

FRANK'S

Anti-Wa r Group Form s

Lomas at

Monte Vista NE
255-1851
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One of the largest exploration and producing companies in North America

A Subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL
CHEMICAL

WANT ADS

*
*
*
*
*
*
Ex-Sailor Directs
New Organization

NOVEMBER 9 AND 10
MECHANICAL
CIVIL

Senior ?nd Grad~a~e students for permanent engineering positions
responsible for drdhng, producing, and gasoline plant operations. The
Company offers outstanding engineering and management careers.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., S&e-4 tlma, 12.00. · lnoertlonl
m..t be aubmltted b)' noon on du bofore
publiutlon to Room 1611, Student Publlea·
tlou Bulldl"*. Phone 277•4002 or 2'17-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER l&leo lo repair, Speelal
rates to UNif atudenll on aD machlnee.
Free plclcup I; delivery. E lo E TnJewrlter SerYice, 2217 Coal SE, phone 241·

GEOLOGISTS

NOVEMBER9

?raduate s~udents with majors in GEOLOGY for permanent positions
~~ explorati?n geology. Also temporary summer employment opportunities for Semors who plan to complete advanced degrees.

11588.

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE
PLACEMENT CENTER

PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CoRPORATION
,

AN SQUAL OPPOR7'UN17'Y EMPLOYER

MINK alole bt In New lfexlm Union
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The Viet Nam war watf.~ '-~i~mal meeting next Thursday to
"a U.S. government !lttempt to. . pi!:K' a committee to write its
perpetuate a myth" by Roy. • charter. ·
Swanson in a statement released ·
' '~Myth" Debunked
"The \var in VietNam is being
to the LOBO last night that outlined the reasons for the forma- fought to perpetuate a myth
tion of an anti-war group at created by the Saigon and U.S.
UNM.
governments," said Swanson in
Swanson, chairman of the his statement, "and that myth is
foundling movement, also told that there are two Viet Nams,
the LOBO that the group had North and South.''
been granted temporary recogniIn the statement, Swanson
tion by student government as a
stressed that the anti-war group
student organization and that the was not opposed to the troops
group would hold an organiza- fighting in Viet Nam but that

OJIJIOrlaallles
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. .• ear today, gone tomorrow.

Problem-

MIRAGE class and Greek
pictures will taken starting
tomorrow in Room 106 of the
Union.
All classes will be presented
this year, and anyone may
have his picture made on any
of the open days. They are as
follows: Nov. 1, 2, 3, 8 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Nov. 9, 10 9 a.m. to
7 p.m.
Cost will be $1.50 a person.
You must have the money at
the time your picture is taken.
Senior men should wear dark
coats and dark long ties. Coats
and ties for the other classes
will also be appreciated.
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OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Snaek Dar OefAIIJeio 1'1, Rewud for turn. C.U IGS4481, 10/JI, 11/1", a,4,
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Kingston Tr.i.Q~ to Appear fjere Tonight

where with anybody in an effort
to solve the conflict. "We are not
aggressors nor the policemen of
the world," Morris said. "We are
just trying to get North VietNam
to leave its neighbor to the South
alone in peace."

Annual Pictures

FOR SALE
HI·Fl· sntem complete, 1100. Heathkit FH
tuner, pm-ampllfler, S& - " - and &Peak·
er cabinet with t-ter, mld-rallll""
woo!er speakers. Call Lt. Jolorgan, 2642088. 10/21, 24, 2G, St.
1964 YAMAHA, 90 e.c, Like new. tt95.
With helmet. Contact John Lewb at the
Law School or at 206% Madison NE.
10/26, 11/2, 3, 4.
HELP WANTED
WANTED, ambitious college otudent to
earn )'our tuition selling llret quality
men'• h111lery at dlftcount pri<t!!l. Exft!l•
lent commll!•ion•• Write for tree umule
ules kit: Elwa,. Sales Co., P.O. Box
4005, Hbrh Point, N.C.
MST6FOUND
PAPERBACK E111rUah hook, ."An Introduction fAI Enclllh Grammer/' bY Sta«ebenr. Hu ImPOrtant ·nota lnalde, If
found pJeaae return to Jlnl Lareom,,
218-7790.
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Two candidates running for the
U.S. House of Representatives,
Schuble C. Cook, Republican, and
Mrs. G!lil Schmidt, a peace writein candidat!l, said that they
thought the elections in VietNam
did not represent the voice of the
Vietnamese people.
A third candidate, incumbent
Thomas G. Morris 'Said that he
could find no argument that
would ;ndicate the elections were
not .free or representative.
All Three Speak
The trio of candidates spoke
last night during a joint appearance before the UNM chapter of
the American Asspciation 9f University Professors, and the Albuquerque chapter of the American

-.--,------:-.·---------~-,__.,.......,.--~

A thirty-year-old freshman
who is a six-year veteran of the
U.S. armed services is the
founder of the anti-war group
forming on the UNM campus.
His name is Roy Swanson.
Swanson has been called everything from n "Communist" to a
"rndieal" since he announced his
intentions to form the group, but
he denied both labels.
"'fhis just demonstrates the
breakdown of communication be·
tween the left and some of the
public," said Swanson referring
to the charges lnade against him.
Changed His Opinion
The ex-navy frog1nan said
that up until two years ago he
was "gung·ho" for the Viet Nam
war. He snid he changed his
mind after he discovered that in
his opinion the government was
distorting the facts of the war.
Swanson said the group is not
against the troops serving in
Viet Nam but against the foreign
policy ot the U.S. g()vernment

that makes it necessary for them
to be there.
Culls Troops "Fear-Driven"
Ite expressed sympathy for the
troops in the war and said that
most of them were there fighting
becnuse they were being "driven
by fear."
This is a fear of . public censure, said Swanson, that makes
a soldi<Jr a silent servant of the
government who dares not object to anything it orders him to
do.
Swanson said he has lost five
close friends in Viet Nam since
the .war began.
Will Distribute Information
The main reason tor the group,
according to Swanson, was to
disseminate information on the
Viet Nam war. He said that the
group would have to decide for
itself on what else it would do,
but he predicted it would also
hold discussions, picket, and do
other things to draw attention
to its point of view.

it was against the type of foreign
policy which made it necessary
for the troops to be there.
Text Is Given
The complete text of the statement follows:
"UNM Students Against The
War In Viet Nam is forming in
response to the continuing insanity of the governments' foreign policy in Southeast Asia.
The group will comprise a variety
of people with many different
views as to why they oppose the
war."
"A point that has to be made
immediately concerning the whole
peace movement is that the peace
movement is not opposed to the
troops. The thing that the peace
movement is opposed to is the
foreign policy that put the GI in
Viet Nam and the foreign policy
tht keeps him there.''
Administration Using Gl's
"The administration keeps telling us that they support the GI.
Not true, The administration supports· the war - - and it is
supporting that war with the GI.
The military philosophy of the
United States demands an enemy
and apparently the only way .for
a young man to be a patriotic
American is to go out and kill a
Communist or whoever else the
enemw happens to be at that .par•
ticular time. Doubt that? Then
why is it so much .more honorable
for a boy to join the Army that
will require him to destroy than
it is' for a boy to join the Peace
Corps that will require him to
build?''
Military Wants Young Men
"The military wants 19- and
20-year-olds, because they are
not as settled as the 24- or 26year-olds they say, Again,
not true, The 19-year-old has
been fed a steady diet Gl baseball and bubble gum for 18 years
and he has been ingrained with
a. fear of authority. He is not
about to question the validity of

the policy tht requires him to
kill a man that he doesn't hate
because that man professes a
philosophy that he doesn't understand.''
Perpetuates Myth
"The war in VietNam is being
fought to perpetuate a myth
created by the Saigon and U.S.
governments. And that myth is
that there are two Viet Nams,
North and South. Anyone who
has ever read article 6 of the

A challenge to Student Senate
to become aware of social issues
and express their opinion:> on important issues was given by Associated Students President Dan
Dennison at last night's session.
"We are supposed to be the
leaders of the campus and we
should be the first to express concern and promote discussion on
important issues," Dennison said.
"I think that too often this social
concern is polarized at the fringe
groups or so-called reactionaries.''
"The bitch-ins and the soul sessions ought to be sponsored by
us and happen here in Senate,"
Dennison said.
',
Students "Not Citizens"
Dennison said that the college
student was not considered a citizen by people outside the University. "We live here in a sheltered
community and the high school
dropout pumping gas in a filling station is considered more a
citizen than us," he said.
"We are not considered citizens
because we are not responsible
and take a stand on issues in the
community, state, and nation,"
Dennison said. "To often we let
the fringe groups speak for us.''
Dennison outlined programs designed to implement student
awareness. ''We should utilize
some of the intellectual resources
available here on campus and in
the community. He expressed a
wish to see a program that would · •
present informed persons giving
information on issues and problems.
Would Stimulate Response
"This program would stimulate
the student's intellectual response
on current issues and enable him
to make a decision," he said. There
are many subjects beside the War
and the draft that students should
be concerned about, Dennison
commented.
Dennison condemned the amount
of vandalism, theft, and cheating
on campus. "We need some sort
of honor code or something that
will bring spirit and honesty to
the campus.'' he said.
Criticizes Quality
Dennison criticized the quality
(Contnued on page 3)
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versity of Michigan, is shown here as he addressed a crowd of
about 100 on "The Logic of Love" in the Union Theater last
night. His appearance at UNM has jointly sponBOred by the
departments of government and economies and the Graduate
School's Committee to Select Visiting Lecturers in the Humanities
and Social Seiences.
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Capitol Report

Pledges Announced
Three newly pledged members
of two UNM social sororitiell have
been announced by Dr. Helen
Whiteside, dean of women. They
are Dorothy J. Grissom, Albuquerque, and Donna Lee Williamson, Falls Church, Va., both Delta
Delta Delta pledges, and Miss
Martha L, Hake, Albuquerque,
Phi Mu.

.

.

Education Revolution Overdue
By MARK ACUFF
Those Calif~rnia "students who
Capitol Syndicate
desire only two years of technical
A major revolution-or perhaps training· or a little more e:x:posure
simply long-overdue evolution-is to liberal art!! attend only the junin the making in New Me:x:ico ior colleges. ·Students who want
higher education.
a four year degree but cannot afOther states are ahead of New ford to go directly to a college
Me:x:ico in educational progress, or university spend two years at
but it should be noted that our a J.C., then finish up at a foursparsely populated state, if given year institution.
a handicap for available reMany Succeed at J.C.'s
sources, ought to rank near the
Educators also point out that
many students not "ready" for
.top.
The "revolution" will come, if the pressures of a major univerenough legislators and voters sity and who would fail if they
agree, in the field of branch colleges, community junior colleges,
technical-vocational
institutes,
and e:x:tension schools.
Sch!)Ois Filling Fast
One of the reasons for the new
emphasis on "feeder" schools instead of on the major state universities is the, plain fact that
there is not likely to be room for
all the state's students in the big
schools in anot~er decad~~ .
Dr. Sherman Smith, adrnin- '
istrative vice-president of UNM; ·/
t{)ld the State Board of Finance ,:
Tuesday th~t, if Jeft .to· grow .
without controls,· NM:,s, el}roltr f '··
ment will approach=O·.~.. toy.rar~ :
the end of the CtJntu )' ~~·· • ·
Would Be" · · e ! .
.'
Smith added that th s · · · d be
a disaster if it ever came · ' pallS.
A university that big passes into
the category of "multiuniversity."
·'"
where the student spends , most
of his time being careful not to
bend, fold, spindle or mutilate his

Need Is Obvioua
While the new Technical-Vocational Institute in Albuquerque
has some 3,000 persons participating in its programs, the need for
a regular JC is obvious, if only
to take the load off the university.
The simple fact is that a high
school education is not enough in
this day and age.
It might be noted that the Phoeni:x: municipal schqol board has
operated a junior college since
the 1920's, but Albuquerque has
yet to move.

went to one, do well at the junior
colleges near home, then trans~
fer to the major school and make
e:x:cellent grades.
NMSU now has three branch
colleges, and officials of the school
term the response to their as yet
limited programs "overwhelming." Eastern New Me:x:ico U also
has two branches, and UNM operates two graduate school extensions. The only locally-supported
junior college in the state is in
Lea County.

Indian Jewelry
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gvie your clothes
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Professional care!
Call 243-5671
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Educator Declares Bond Passage.
Necessary to Continue· Progress
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DREAM WEDDING RING

*Watch this paper for
time and place.

The passage of the. ten-year, higher education would fall be'
..
2312 CEN~L ~E
$42.5 million bond issue is neees• hind that of the rest of the naOPPOSitE UNM MUSIC HALL
sary if New Me:x:ico is to c'on• . tion.
------------------------------------------------------_:AN:H:E:US:E:R·:BU~S~CH~,~IN:C~·:•~ST~-~LO~U~IS~·~NE~W~A~RK~·~LO~S~A~N~Gn~ES~~·!TA~M~P~A~·j·.H~!!~E!N~
tinue its educational,. pr~Bfis,
.
.... . ,, .
Noble ~rish, !ormer·~c.hai~an of
the New Mexico Cominif!lljon for
.
higher education, said in a press
release to the LOBO. '·
"The present bond issue for
support of higher edue~tion is
almost a direct result of a study
submitted to the legislature by
the commission on Higher Educa- ·
tion," said Irish. 'l'he Commission report, submitted "after· several years of. stu41, ~d'l gver,l
·- •. ' • .. . •
J . .'
recommendations '\0. the 1 ·. sl .. •t
ture, oite of the ~t impo
-ITDWI • IU 1111 • · · · - :
being that a long-range plan "·'for
· 'rllr•• (l•!f~ll~• •~•r••
higher education be developed
and financed. "Such a plan can
only be accomplished through a
bond issue of the type presently
before the voters," he continued.
Irish, who chaired the Commis- ·
sion from 1962-65, said: that su'b-' ,
committee reportS-· from statf
members working.1with the commission were almil!lt uniform ln
their recognition
the need for
a long-range plan of financing.
Particular emphasis was placed
. ,.
upon the need for fbiancing in
the areas of physical plants 'and
building programs, he said.
The bond issue, if passed, y;ill
enable state institutions to develop .long-term programs of
buying land and constructing academic facilities. The funds cannot
be used for other purposes, he
said.
~ '
Irish urged support of the bond
. issue, saying that without it,
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tor Rolly Planned
.By Campus Group
Wha.t has been the biggest
novice rally ir}· New Mexieo for
the past two y~ra will take off
from the UNM campus Sunday
noon, Nov. 6, when the UNM
- Sports Car Club holds its third ·
annual Homecoming Rally.
The rally is open to everyone,
and cars of every kind are eli·
gible to be run. The cars will be
registered in front of Johnson
. Gym from 10:0 a.m. until noon,
when the first car leaves. Regis•
tration fees are $2 for members
of the University club or any Al·
buquerque car clubs and $2.60
for any nonmembers.
Two Classes Inclucled
Two classes of cars will be ruft
._. with awards to be made in both
classes. Trophies for first place
and dash plates · tor seeond and
third will be awarded.
The rally course will cover
a,bout 250 miles of moatly paved
roads to a1:1 unannounced destin·
ation. It has been pianned so
that the. r'lin will be an. easy one
for navi~ators, the rally heine
mostly u driver's rally.
Party Scheduled
A party will be held after the
rally for participants, . with .the
Choab playing: lot :dariciilir. · 1
Besides the ,Hom,eco~ing .BallY,
the UNM Sports Car Club holds
other rallies, raees, and c:vm•
khanas throughout the year.
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Result of Study
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Many·Are llefasul· ·
Additionally, the major inatitu- - •·
tiona, under enrollment prusdlli· .• ' ,,. ,,
are being fofted to upgrade their
, ·~
entrance requirements to the point
where many New Mexico JOU,Jlg. _- ~•: · •
sters can't get in the scllools.·
California seelllll to have found
the ideal solution. That state baa
.~ vast systl!m .of community junior colleges, backed up by medium
sized four year colleges, with the
major universities at the head of
the system.

,.

CRAIG ANDERSON, winner of last week's LOBO football contest, was presented his free passes to Don Pancho's Art Theater
-~esterday by its manager, Ed Lowrance. (LOBO photo by Pawley.)
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Halley's Comet
will ·be dropping
around again.*

the ring
for
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cently.
The suggestion was made in
orde1• to prevent any unexpected
events from arising during the
picketing and to provide for police protection if necessary.
___:;:....__

hig ~elco1ne.

,..

• J

All student groups planning to
picket on the UNM campus for
any reason are advised to inform
Dean Lavender of the time and
place they plan to picket, the Student Affairs Committee said re·

iJ-w~ have

.,

j ·

• •

Albuquerque needs a .commllllity
junior. college .. badl)t. ·£urrentllr; .r ·, · ·
. the uni.versi~:fcm:ed~to fulfllt .•p· ·•. .
• this role, whiclda not ·at .aU: the ~. · ·. .
projlerfuncticm-ofthe i~stitutiOJL:·· -- ~· ·
~:,. .UNJI: ..··~/· .....4·JleziC.···,·aiUahtRt=uuil!'w: ~~·.

Pickets Requjred To Disclose Plans
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VVhateveryourarea
of study, there may be
a place for you
with IBM. .
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Senate • ••
a place for you with IBM.

From the snowy ski slopes of Burlingtc;m,
Vennont, to the sun.:.swept shores of the West
Coast-and just about everywhere in between
-there's an IBM plant or lab. Seventeen plants
and twenty-one labs at last count, and more
are being planned every year. So what?

Career opportunities at IBM include: Research and Development, Engineering, Manufacturing, Finance and Administration, and
Programming.

So ..• whatever your area of study, whatever

Once you've decided on your career area,
then you'll have to make a location decision.
A nice decision to have to make.

your regional preferences, chances are there's

.'

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sip up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, November 17
. i,
. I'

1' :

If, for some reason; you aren't able to arrange an interview, drop us aline. Write to: Manager ofO>llege Recruiting,
IBM O>rporation, 3424 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California. IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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(Continued from page 1)
of education many of the students
are getting. "We have been afraid
to approach the faculty and adrninistrfition about. ha,ving some
voice in the educatilhl'' we are
getting," he said. "We should ask
for more evaluation and a change
with more emphasis on teacher
and course evaluation."
Some of the introductory classes
are farces, Dennison said: ''The
worst teachers are teaching them
and I think that this is one of the
reasons, for so many dropouts. We
should try to get the outstanding
teachers teaching these classes."
Proposes Dead Week
"Another thing I think we need
is a dead week instead of a socalled closed week,'' he said.
"At the end of the last1week
of the semester classes should end
on Tuesday with the Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
before finals closed with no
classes. This should be done 1lVen
if we have to come a few days
early ,11 he said •
''In its present :form the closed
week is not observed with many
professorli · still giving assignments and new material,'' he said.

with
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• •• a soft cotton challis Gant button-down
in deep-rich colorings never before seen In
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looks good! Feels bettef! A· sensibly styled
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(J,etters should be typed doubl~
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number will not be printed.)

ASKS FOR SUPPORT
To The Editor:
Past editions of the LOBO have
included numerous articles, editorials, and letters chastising the
many problems associated with
the explosive growth of American universities - particularily
UNM. We have all read and
heard about parking, ten cent
coffee, impersonalization, crowded
classes, and irrelevant cirricula.
FRIENDS OR FRANKENSTEINS
In my opinion, these problems
We ~ope this story going around Europe is not true. It
are real. Yet, for the greater
tells of a cultured, experenced traveler lecturing before an part, they are here to stay. ImAmerican audience and giving his firsthand view on a foreign provement of the environment
l~nd. Th~ story relates, however, that this expert was con- and quality of the academic comtmually mterrupted by a representative of America's lead- munity can come only through
supplemental programs aimed at
ing research organization, who kept saying, "That's wrong; inct•easing
the number of educaour computer results are completely different."
tional opportunities available to
Even if the story is only make-believe, an example of that community.
Concerned with the impersonalguropean mockery at the United States' confidence in rnaization
of the student, the lack of
. chinery, systems and science, it nonetheless has a point to communication
among the memmake for men everywhere. For, frankly, we are often con- bers of the university community,
cerned over the extent to which mankind is increasingly and the high student-teacher
ready to accept machine-made answers to very human ratio, ten students and faculty
members undertook a positive ap·"'problems.
proach last year through their
. In t~eir way computers are among the most astounding initiation of the Student-Faculty
mvent10ns of man's ingenuity and intelligence. There are Association weekly luncheons.
limitless tasks which they do-not only infinitely more These luncheons were an attempt
provide an educational supplequickly-but far better than such tasks were ever done be- to
ment to combat these difficulties
fore. Computers are among the great discoveries which by bringing students, faculty, and
will help free men and women from the toil and drudgery administrators together over
of the ages. They should therefore be welcomed with open lunch in an informal atmosphere
conducive to conversation.
arms.
Success last year prompted the
But we should not be bemused by their uncanny speed, Student Senate to underwrite the
their smoothly whirring wheels, the effortless ease with program by $2,000 for this year.
which they come up with almost any answer which can be The administration followed suit,
scientifically and mechanically processed. They cannot today through the efforts of Mr. Sheehan, by providing a secretary on
and never will be able to provide answers to problems which the work-study program.
arise from the wonderful and illimitable variety of human
Continued success of the Stuindividuality. All the punch-holes in a11 the cards in the dent-Faculty Association depends
world's most efficient data-processing organization can still on interest shown throughout the
University community. While stu~ miss that small but determmative factor which only a symdent interest has always left
pathetic mind and eye can see and understand.
much to be desired, faculty inAt this early stage in their appearance, computers are still terest of late has been atrocious.
a recent luncheon, 53 faculty
like playthings. Men are so intrigued by these new and For
members were invited by postclever machines that they cannot resist using computers card and telephone; 30 showed
for tasks for which the latter were never intended.
enough interest to return a prePart of this is necessary exploration, seeing just what addressed, pre-stamped postcard.
Of that 30, 18 indicated that they
computers can and cannot do. But apart of it is also mis- would
attend. However, only eight
placed confidence, a belief that the infinite variety of man's bothered to show up-two of
thoughts and experiences can be reduced to data and re- which were member of the Stucorded on -cards. We wonder if those who have so touching dent Faculty Association Execua faith in the power of mere machinery ever stop to ask tive Board.
In closing, 1 offer a challenge to
themselves how close they come to those theories of Marx- students, faculty members, anll
ism which declare men's actions to be mechanistic and thus administrators to support this
and other supplemental programs
open to mechanical forecast.
at humanizing the educaComputers can be either friends or frankensteins. It's up aimed
tional experience. If the univerto us.
sity is indeed a living organism,
-Christian Science Monitor then let's show a little life!
John Thorson
Senator

Ten pin Tournaments To Be Held In Union

Special bowling tournaments
are scheduled for the coming
months in the New Mexico Union
Games Area. The tournaments
have no entry fee, and a11 members of the University community
are invited to participate. The
standard fees will be in effect.
A father-son and/or daughter
scratch tournament will be held
on Sunday, Nov. 6 at 7 p.m.
Trophies will be presented ot two
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age groups: 9 year-olds and
younger with their fathers, and
16-years a11d younger with their
fathers.
A scratch tournament for
couples only will award trophies
to winning pairs on Dec. 3 at 7
p.m.
Prizes and free games will
highlight a moonlight bowling
tournament for couples only on
Dec. 18 at 7 p.m.

RAISES DEFINITION
QUESTION
Dear Editor:
Messrs. Sweeney and Sessions
rose to the bait beautifully, and
I congratulate them on their eloquent reply to my letter of October 24. We may perhaps all
three agree that something is
wrong with the American university. Although I ani an old
man past thirty, I see it just as

and women of independent mind,
self-motivated, and eager to furnish their intelletcs. They have
the same intrinsic dignity as the
fullest full professor. They are
engaged in a common enterprise
with him.
But I don't want to get involved
in digressions about the relative
merits of administrators, professors, and students as they actually conduct themselves, here and
now. What we must do is find ourselves, as an institution.
I challenge Messrs. Sweeney
and Sessions and anyone else in
our community to offer his definition of the university. What
should it do? How big should it
be? What kind of work should it
offer? How should it be structured and managed? I conceive
of this as an imperative continuing debate, which should involve a
large segment of the academic
community on every campus in
the country. Once we stop thinking about what we are doing, we
are dead.
W. Warren Wagar
Humble History Person
New Mexico Community of
University Scholars

well as they. Higher learning is
out of joint,
Much of what happens on most
campuses is farcical, mechanical,
vapid, and rank with hypocrisy.
Of course it is! Many professors
are hirelings who teach for money,
and many students are in search
of nothing more than kicks,
spouses, the credentials for a job,
or a place in the local social register. I never doubted it for a
moment!
Messrs. Sweeney and Sessions
take offense at my description of
the academic hierarchy. Their indignation stems in part from a
feeling that most professors are
lackeys and phoneys.
I did not say that professors
were superior to students in
wholesomeness or humanity, only
in the hierarchy. Someone has to
select students and new instructors, decide who passes and fails,
work out a curriculum, set professional standards, lecture, and
chair seminars.
The whole point of my letter
was to elevate, not diminish, students. I do not look on them as
dumb cattle to be driven from pen
to pen, but ideally as adult men

®l!H!l !tU\N 1fl®JJ1E

By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Fra11daro Chro-nicle

It was in the 43rd year of our lightning campaign to wipe the dread

Viet-Narian guerrillas out of West Vhtnnng. And finally our President,
losing patience, went out there himself to see what was wrong.
"I am here to howdy, press the flesh, bring peace, encourage your
firm commitment to democracy and settle this here squabble," the
President told the waiting throng on landing at the capital of Sag On.
''Hooray!" said the waiting throng.
"And now," said the President, beaming, "take me to your leader."
There was an uneasy silence. Finally, General Hoo Dat Don Dar
stepped forward nervously.
"Perhaps," he said hopefully, "the President would like a nice tour of
the lovely new Municipal 'Vater W(trks where ••• "

* * *

"Dang it," said the President. "I'm not here to sightsee. I'm here
to promote unity. Just because we got three million military advisers
advising your 200 troops in the front lines doesn't mean this isn't
Vhtnnng's very own war. But we got to have unity. Now, where's your
Premier1"
''You should have come last week," said General Hoo sadly. "We had
a fine Premier last week. Maybe next week we'll have another. We
usually do.''
"Well, then, where's the Cabinet?"
"Cabinet?'' said General Hoo, frowning. "I'm sure we have a Cabinet
around here somewhere. Or pieces of it. But you know Vhtnnng
politics."
"Politics?" said the President, suddenly rubbing his hands. Come,
let us reason together. You explain Vhtnnng politics and I'll tell you
how to get yourself a consensus."
"Well, to begin with," said General Hoo, "the Southern West
Vhtnnngians, led by Boo Hee, don't like the Northern West
Vhtnnngians,led by Wats Opp."
"We got that problem at home," said the President, nodding.
"Except, of course, for the Buddhists, led by Trang Trang Trang,
whom the Catholics claim went off his trolley. But the mountain tribes,
led by General Hoo Dat Opp Dar, (no relation) are fighting fiercely,
mostly among themselves, while the neutralist faction, loyal to Prince
Sushashnook, remains neutral.
"Please speak more slowly," said the President.
"The Liberal forces, however, led by Dhu Ohr Dai, are vigorously
opposed to our practice of selecting Premiers from the Directory.
More formally known as the Telephone Directory. And therefore, the
Generals loyal to So Wats Nu, are revolting ..• "
The President climbed back aboard his plane and left without saying
good-bye. On his return to Washington, he withdrew our three million
military advisers from Vhtnnng and sent them off on a campaign to
unify the Balkans.
"Polities is the art of the possible," he explained. "And those
Vhtnnng );Jolitics aren't."

Odd
Bodkins
By Dan 0' Neill
11-3

Concert Hall Is Scene

Kingston Trio Begins Festivities Tonight
The Kingston Trio will offer
its extensive talents to the UNM
student body and all other ticket
holders tonight in the Concert
Hall.
The group has cut several albums which sold over a million
copies each and they are capable
of performing for three straight
hours from their popular repertoire.
Homecoming activities are developing according to schedule,
Homecoming Committee chairman Jerry Roehl said last night.
Roehl is urging all students, faculty, and alumni to take advantage of the variety of activities
during Homecoming '66. He said
l1e is confident that all participants and spectators will be impressed by the scope of events
offered this year.
Decorations 'l'ake Shape
Campus decorations are beginning to take form, and there appears to be much competition in
this area. The theme "Land of
Story Book Dreams" should provide a broad base for the imagination of the· planners of these

(Continued from page l)
Geneva Accords knows that to
be a lie. Article 6 states specifically: "The Conference recognizes that the essential purpose
of the agreement relating to Viet
N am is to settle military questions with a view to ending hostilities and that the military
demarcation line is provisional
and should not in any way be
interpreted as constituting a. political or territorial boundary.''
Original Commitment
"And then there's the point the
administration likes to make
about our original committment
to Diem in Saigon. To understand
the sham of that committment is
to understand who Diem was,
how he got to be Premier and
why he was finally killed by the
people that he supposedly represented."
"These facts are not available
to students in any of the mass
news media. Or from their local
radio and television programs. If
a person is for or against the
war in VietNam, that reason has
• to he based on knowledge of the
U.S.'s initial involvement in Viet
Nam.''
"UNM Students Against the
War in VietNam will make that
information known as the first
step tow.ard.s a better understanding of our involvement in
Southeast Asia.''
Roy Swanson
Temporary Chairman
UNM Students Against
the Wa:r in VietNam

Paintings Featured
In Union Art Exhibit
Nine painters and three craftsmen have entered work at the Na~
tiona! Art Education Assn. annual exhibit scheduled now
through Nov. 19 at the Union.
Margaret Herrera Chavez has
entered a print, "Weavers in An·
tigua Guarder;" Tom Farra:r1 a
print, "Chartres;" Lynn Johnson,
acrylic painting, "Mountainscape;" Mayoma Keely, oil, "Palar
Valley;" Sibyl Mitchell, oil, "Poverty's Children;" G. Joseph
Moody, watercolor and charcoal,
"House at Brazos;'' Beatrice
Sanchez, oil, "Blue Serenity;"
Evelyn
Sinclair,
watercolor,
"Sandias in December;" and
Frank Walker, watercolor, "Rio
Puerco Country."
gva Noble has entered a display of silver jewelry while
Marjorie Phillips is exhibiting
weaving and Evelyn Sinclair a
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decorations.
The parade route to be taken
this Saturday is as follows: lineup
on Monte Vista just east of Richmond; follow Richmond to Central; turn west on Central and
proceed to University; turn north
on University and continue to the
dispersion point.
Parade Order Listed
The parade line-up is as follows: Veterans of Foreign Wars,
UNM Band, Grand Marshal, City
Resident Council, Mesa Vista

Dorm, Bethel No. 4, Alumni Association, Little Sisters of Minerva, Civil Engineers, Homecoming Committee, Sigma Chi Zoot
Finsters, Phi Gamma Delta, Unicycle Club, Albuaueraue Indian
'School, NROTC, 1965 Homecoming Queen, Homecoming Court,
Homecoming Attendants, 1966
Homecoming Queen, Kappa Kappa Gamma,_ Baptist Student
Union, Shrine Bagpipers, Phi Sigma Kappa, Chaparrals, and
Cheerleaders.

_ _ _... ;...,. . . . -

i

Nieves, Carol Roth, Dee Sirwinski,
and Hilda Stevens.
The coronation of the Queen
will take place Fl'iday night in
Johnson Gym.

The top ten candidates from
Monday's Queen election are Virginia Arp, Leslie Auld, Bobbye
Brown, Judy Cummings, Mary
Ann Frye, Cissy King, Michael

JeeturJt t"o (jod
WEEK OF SPIRITUAL EMPHASIS

7:15 P.M.-November 6-13, 1966
i;:[ FORMALS
i):[ SEMI-FORMALS
i;:[ COCKTAIL DRESSES
Albuquerque's largest
and Most Complete Gown Shop

Dr. Angel Martinez of Fort Smith, Arkansas, will be guest
minister. Both eloquent and entertaining, his messages appeal
to all age groups.
Frank Boggs of Atlanta, Georgia, will present sacred music.
He has been a featured soloist on both sides of the Atlantic an
radio and television, and for many national and international
gatherings.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Anti-Wor Group
Forms on Campus

The President
Visits Vhtnnng

t
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CENTRAL AND BROADWAY, N.E.
AMPLE FREE PARKING-SUPERVISED FREE NURSERY
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Hughes announces new
openings on the

TECHNICAL STAFF.

Assignments exist for Engineers
graduc:tting in 1967 with B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D degrees in

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
At HUGHES-FULLERTON, newly
awarded contracts have created as·
signments ranging from research to
hardware development and operational support of products and systems in the field. Our current activities
involve the advanced technologies of
phased-array frequency-scanning
radar systems, real-time general
purpose computers, displays, dolo
processing, satellite and surface communications systems, surface-to-air
missile systems, and tactical air weapons command/ control systems.
For additional information on the
opportunities offered at HUGHESFULLERTON in Southern Californiaand to arrange for a personal interview with our Stoff representatives,
please contact your College Placement Office or write: Mr. J. E. Tenney,
Member of the Technical Staff,
HUGHES-FULLERTON, P. 0. Box
3310, Fullerton, California 92634.

.

On-campus interviews
November 10

;------------------,
1 HUGHES l
L------------------J
I

I

.

.

.

I

I

HUGHES AIRCRA.FT COMPANY

An equal opporlunily employer- M & FI U.S, cflizenship is required
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By BRIAN LEO
Dr. Kurt Frederick, interviewed
after one of the last rehearsals
for the UNM Orchestra concert
Friday night, stressed his p1•ide
in students under his tutelage.
Dr. Frederick said that he was
very proud of the orchestra's accomplishments, "I feel that the
students on the campus should be
aware of the orchestra, and they
should appreciatq it," he stated.
Suggested Violinist
"Many students had suggested
to me that Itzhak Perlman, an
enormously talented young violinist, be brought to perform in
Albuquerque," stated Dr. Frederick, As m!lnY people already
know, these sug-gestions were
ultimately realized, and Mr. Perlman will appear in concert with
the UNM Orchestra on Friday
evening, Nov. 4.
Dr. Frederick felt that it was

<

an exciting barometer of the students' involvement with the quality of the music on cnmpus thnt
such reactions to possible guests
we1•e offered.
Colorado Invitatipn
The UNM Symphony has been
invitf;ld to be featured performers
at the national convention of National Music Teachers at Colorado
Springs in March, 1967. The
singular honor resulted from a
taped performance sent to the
Music Teachers Association recently.

Complete Automotive Service
Speedo Expert

•

listen 'to KUNM :

Dependable

Try Us For Proof
6211 Central NE
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San Pedro & Ceritrat

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
Coeds: We are receiving new Jewelry everyday and invite
you to see it and use .our layaway plan for

By BRIAN LEO
Itzhak Perlman, a 21 year-old
virtuoso violinist, will be featured
soloist w.ith the UNM Symphony
in its first concert Friday evening,
November 4.
In all of the information I
have seen and heard concerning
Mr. Perlman, an· enthralled, superlative reaction seems to be
unreservedly the single view.
Speaking with Dr. Kurt Fred-

gift giving or holidoy wear.
(UNM Student Cr~dit Cards)

255-5581

Free Delivery

. Ph. 256-1423

Join the Swinging World
of Yamaha

What a way to go! You and a Twin Jet 100 make
an exciting twosome in any circle: 2 cylinders, 2
carbs, 2 chrome exhaust pipes. Witll an effortless
constant mesh 4-speed gear box. At a price too
good to pass up. See it and a cycler's dozen at

·BOBBY J'S MOTORCYCLE SALES
Ph. 255-0237

-Fifty years. ago. w,e .only made 'aeroplanes'.
(See what's happening now!)

erick, the conductor of the UNM
Symphony, this point was confirmed and reinforced for me., and
for the information and benefit
of the student body.
Native of Israel
Although he was educated at
the Juilliard School of Music in
New York, Mr. Perlman spent
his first 13 years in Israel, Coming from a heritage of great violin ability, he might be compared

The deadline for entries in zine's August 1967 college issue.
Glamour's Best Dressed Girl on They will also be flown to New
Campus contest has been ex- York for an all-expense paid visit
tended to Nov. 9 in order to June 5-16. Cultural centers, mu' avoid confusion with Homecom- seums, evenings at the theatre,
ing activities.
and dinner at famous restaurants
The contest, under the spon- will be included in their New
' sorship of Theta Sigma Phi, wo- York stay.
men's journalism honorary, is
A selected number of contestheld to select a winner :from ants will be chosen for honorable
fUNM who will compete with mention awards. Other ·contest
girls from other colleges and entrants will have the opportununiversities across the country in ity of being a contact on campus
Glamour magazine's search for :for Glamour throughout the year,
.
.
the ten best dreesed giJ:l!l .,.g;rt . .
American college campuses.
AJI Organizations Eligible
All campus organizations are
eligible to enter as many girls
as they like. The entr,. . fee. is · ·• ··
'$5 for each girl.
,· ·
An elimination tea fOll':'the· ·eo- '
lectiort · of 15~ semiofiinltisb · wilt"'·. • '
be held Nov. 13 in. the College·
··''
Inn dining hall. Thi!-llelili:fina}iaf;a;. ·• - · •
wiiE:tlieJr"titka }tiirt: in .a'"•.fhltibar:;t«>• " ""'..:'
show Nov. 22 in the Kiva.· ·They
"' •., • · ~ ~ ·
will model clothes donated by
local department stores. The show
will be open to the public at a
charge of 60 cents.
Finals Dee. 7
Dec•. 7 . thedinal \jpdging 'llldlL .~ . , . •:
take place. ift,Uie.lTnion::.B•ll""""'
Five campus~personalities acting
as judges will select the winner
and first and second' nmners-up.
Selection will be made on. the
basis of poise, ~ersonality, use
of make-up, good grooming;. and.·
taste and economy in choosing
clothes. An evening dress either
cocktail length or long, a street
dress, and a campus dress will
be worn by the semi-finalists in
the final judging.
Pictures of the winner in the
outfits she wears in the finals
will be sent to Glamour as UNM's
entry in the national judging.
The national winners will be announced in the spring.
The girls chosen by Glamour as
the ten best dressed in the country will appear in the maga•

with such masters as Jascha Heifetz and Isaac Stern, nnd Dr.
Frederick felt that this was not
an unuseful relationship. "From
a good friend, whose judgement I
respect, I heard him compared to
a young Jascha Heifetz", stated
Dr. F.rederick, "he was called one
of the finest of violinists."
In his first appearance in Albuquerque, as many_ students as possible should avail themselves of
this "unparalleled" virtuoso.
U.S.Debut at Carnegie Hall
Perlman's first exposure in the

.
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Bo~ing

727 Trijet

En~neers ·& Scientists:

'Campus Inte"iews, Thursday and Friday, November 10 and 11
In 1916 The Boeing Company's career
· · was launched on the wings of a small sea' . . plaqq. Its top speed was 75 mph.
Now, half a century later, we can help
. i yo't.l'latmch your career in the dyriiubic en·
vironrnent ofjet airplanes, spacecraft, missiles, rockets, helicopters, or even seacraft.
· Pick your spot in'applied research, de•
sisn, test, manufacturing, service or facilities engineering,· or computer technology•.You cart become part of a Boeing

program-in-being, at the leading edge of
aerospace technology. Or you might want
to get in on the ground floor of a pioneering new project.
You'll work in small groups where
initiative and ability get maximum ex·
posure, And if Y,ou desire an advanced
degree and qualify, Boeing will help you
fi'nancially with its Graduate Study Program at leading universities and colleges
near company facilities.·

Often it will be sheer hard work. But
we ~hink Y.ou'll want it that way when
you re helpmg to create something unique
-while building a solid career. Visit your
college placement office and schedule an
!nterview with our representative; Boeing
IS an equal opportunity employer, .

IIIIEINc···

DMs/ons.• Commercial Alrpkme , Missile &
Information Syst~ms • . Space • . Suptrsonlc
Transport. • Vertol • Wichita • Also Boeing
Scientific Research Laboralorles
·'

,,

UNM bas been given a $50,000
grant by the Danforth Foundation
of St. Louis, Mo., UNM president
Tom L. Popejoy announced.
The award was made to institute a system of visiting committees to advise the UNM president and academic department
in four areas-instruction, research, recruitment of faculty,
and long-range plans.
For 3-Year Period
The grant covers a three-year
period with ~ur committees to
be selected in any one year.
Outstanding scholars and experts of the committee fields will
be invited to become visiting committee memJ!ers.
They will spend a few days on
the UNM c~mJ)us in intensive
consultation, with stude11ts1 fac•
ulty, and administrators and then
will make whatc;VIjr rE!co~menda·
tions they believe .to be appropriate.
To B~gi~. 'fhis Year., · •
The first vis1ts are to. be made
during the current academic year,
Popejoy said,

·it
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RENT A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT

DRIVE-IN

$6.50
$10.00

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Sus·
· penders< Handkerchief, Studs, Cuff.li~ks, T1e ,aDd llouttohrtipre.

Phone 255-4248

4330 Lomas NE
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FIRST AND GOLD.

247-4347
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To :stamp out this problem, many tests
were conducted at Bell Telephone
laboratories. lubricant engi·
neer George H. Kitchen decided
to do a basic experiment that
would provide a motor with the
worst possible co11ditions. He.deliberat~Jyset

.

.

'.
' '

;

out to ruin some ball bearings
by smearing them with an
icky guck called molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2).
Swock! This solid lubricant, used a certain
way, actually increased the life expectancy
of the ball bearings by a factor
of ten! Now the motors can run
for at least a decade without
lubrication.
We've learned from our
"failures." Our aim: investigate
everything.
The only experiment that can
really be said to "fail" is the
one that is never tried.
..

.'

•t
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•

'

'

1

'

'
'
'
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The many electric motors in those offices
needed lubrication at least once a year. Heat
from the motors dried up the bearing oils,
thus entailing costly annual maintenance.

I'

LOOK
YOUR
BEST!

~

The Bell System has many small, automatic
telephone offices around the
country. The equipment in them
could operate unattended for
ten years or so, but for a problem.

Awarded to UNM

Perlman is crippled, (and has
been since the age of four), and
plays the violin while seated. And
be is very young; and beyond
these facts he seems to be headed
toward the level of "the best.''

..

We set out to ruin
-~ . . . some . balf.nfii!i'

1.:" t. '

United States came with a concert appearance at Carnegie Hall.
This occurred during a newspaper
strike, and was consequently
somewhat unnoticed.
In another oddly.fated appearance, his competition ·for the
Leventritt award was somewhat
mis-heralded, as Perlman's borrowed $15,000 violin was stolen
from backstage, and later recovered in a pawnshop. Perlman
subsequently won the contest.
It will of course come ns some
surprise to an audience that Mr.

•'.

•

.,

., ;1.: ~i!dur
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'Glamour' Girls
Can Still Enter

Go with the
"in" crowd on a
TWIN JET 100

6316
Domingo Rd., N.f.
.
.
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Perlman to Be Featured Soloist

3100 Central Ave, E, at Richmond

Including competitlon·bred 011
Injection System that eliminates
messy iBS·OII mixing. Low, low
down payments, monthly pay.
ments to fit any budiet.

STANQARD OIL PRODUCTS

Friendly

'

The only twin
in the 100cc class

FAIRGROUNDS
SERVICE
.

Coffees to Treat
Returning Alums
Many UNM a}Utiulj whO tetum
for Homecoming this week will
be treated to. special seminars
and coffees arranged by several
of the university's colleges.
Future architecture on ·the
UNM campus will be the subject
of Thomas Vreeland, director of
the school of architecture. He
will head the seminar for architects.
A tour of new facilities on
campus will follow. The seminar
is scheduled Friday at 2:30 p.m.
Nursing Seminar fl'iday-· · ·
A quasi-seminar Friday will be
held by the School of Nursing
from 2:80 to 4:80. The new dean,
Dr. Reina Han, will be in room
234 at Marron HaU and will discuss modern trends in nursing
and nursing education.
The anthropology, engineering
and law departments will have
seminars on Saturday. Journalism and business administration
departments will have coffees.
Alcoholism Discussion
"The Chronic Alcoholic and the
Criminal Courts-A New Approach" will be the seminar topic
at the School of Law beginning
at 9:30 a.m. Saturday. Prof.
Henry Weibofen will moderate the
discussion.
Principle speakers are Judge
George G. Crawford of San Diego,
Calif. and Dr. William Sears executive director of the Alcoholic
Training and. Research, Inc.
There will be a coffee for engineers at the engineering quadrangle on the campus at 9 a.m.
Anthro Program Planned
The anthropology department
has planned an extensive program
beginning at 9:30 a.m. Services
offered by the Anthropology Museum will be outlined by J. J.
Brody, curator of the museum.
Homecoming guests will receive
a tour of the new hunting exhibit,
and then have :free time to se.e
the rest of the museum exhibits.
Coffee will · also be offered · to
journalism graduates in the
Journalism Building at 10 a",ril., , ·
Coffee in Lounge
The coffee for business administration graduates will be in the
Faculty Lounge in the Union at
10 a.m.
.
Other special activities during
homecoming weekend include a
tour of the new Concert Hall Saturday from 9 a.m. until noon. The
art gallery in the hall, usually
closed on Saturday; will also be
open from 9 a.m •.until noo.n.
Jonson Gallery at i909 Las
Lomas NE, just north of the
School of Law, will open at 9 a.m.
and remain open until 6 p.m. It
usually opens at noon.

In addition to this invitation,
New Mexico Tech has completed
a new concert hall, and has invited the UNM Symphony for the
premiere performance,
Also later this month the
Orchestra will perform at St.
John's College in Santa Fe.
These appointments and honors
should indicate to the student
body in general that their Orchestra-and I use the term 'their
orchestra' at the suggestion of
Dr. Frederick - is worthy of
appreciation.

,. ,.
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Dr. Frederick ~xpresses
Pride in U NM Or-chestra
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Pokes Lead Statistics

The league-leading Wyoming
Cowboys continue to hold the edge
over the Brigham Young Cougars
in Western Athletic Conference
statistics, following Saturday's
games.
Although the Cowboys, ranked
tenth in the nation last week, wer!!
humbled 12-10 by an inspired and
rugged Colorado State team, they
still lead WAC teams in rushing
and in all defensive categories.
Brigham Young holds the spot-

light in total offense with an
average of 336 yards a game, and
the Arizona Wildcats fattened
their passing awrage to 244 yards
a game by compiling 266 aerial
yards while losing to the Cougars

Redskins also are second in rush.
ing defense.
Passing for 266 yards against
Brigham Young Saturday, Arizona's Mark Reed tightened his
grip on the Western Athletic Conference lead in total offense and
16-14.
'
passing.
Utah Moves Up
Reed now has completed 104
In a 27-0 triumph over New
passes
for 1,283 yards, but has
Mexico, Utah moved from sixth to
a
net
rushing
loss of 60 yards,
third in passing defen15e and from
giving
him
1,223
yards in total
third to second in rushing. The
offense.
Carter Challenges Heed
In the same game, which Brigham Young won 16-14, Virgil
Carter, last year's total offense
champion ran and passed for 52
and 179 yards, respectively, to
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD
become Reed's principal challenger, with 1,038 yards. Both players have four remaining games.
Jim Greth, Al'izona halfback,
boosted his total pass receptions
to 45, only one short of the WAC
season record of 46, set by Brigham Young's Phil Odie last year.
Odie is now second in receiving,
with 24 catches.
Ogden Leads Rushing
John Odgen, Brigham Young
fullback, still has a strong lead
By BILL DIXON
Lam covered the field consistantly in rushing, with 507 yards, and
and
made defensive plays which Wyoming's Jerry DePoyster conLast Sunday afternoon at Las
Cruces the UNM soccer team de- time and time again broke up tinues to lead scorers with 46
feated an extremely strong New strong State attacks on the UNM points.
·
Mexico State team 4-2 to increase goal.
Paul
Toscano,
Wyoming
defenFour goals were scored by the sive back, grabbed the lead
UNM's winning streak to 5-0.
in
New Mexico ·state proved to be Lobos in the first half of play as pass interceptions, having reUNM's toughest opponent so far UNM dominated the first period turned 4 for 153 yards.
this year with both teams ex- and led the Aggies by 4-0 at half
Kent Oborn moved into first
hibiting outstanding play. UNM's time. State came back to dominate place
punt returns, with 176
goalie Alfredo Gomez and full- the second half and scored its only yards, inand
Ken Wagner, New
back Leslie Lam were the two out- two goals against the strong Mexico, stil lleads
in kickoff reUNM
defens~.
standing Lobo players.
turns,
with
188 yards.
Scoring for UNM were Ali SalGoal saves by Gomez, including
one of the two penalty kicks as- navarizi with two goals and GherSigma Xi To Meet
sessed against UNM, demonstrat- mazion Abraha also with two
goals.
Dr. Robert Stone, UNM School
ed that Gomez is one of the top
The Lobo soccer team has nine of Medicine, will speak on soterigoalies in U.S. co)lege soccer.
ology of the sotweed at the fall
games left; four road games.
Nov. 5, UNM vs. New Mexic11 dinner meeting of the local chapter of Sigma Xi, professional sciTech (home) 10:00 a.m.
ence society, to be held Nov. 8 at
Nov. 6, UNM vs. New Mexico the Downtowner. Reservations
State (home) 2 p.m.
may be made through J. Paul
Nov. 12, UNM vs. College ot Fitzsimmons in the UNM geology
Business and economic data are Santa Fe (away) 1 p.m.
department or Guido H. Daub of
now banked at the UNM Bureau
Nov. 13, UNM vs. St. Johns the UNM chemistry department.
of Business Research.
(home) 2 p.m.
Nov. 18, UNM vs. Denver
The Data Bank, a free service
which is jointly supported by (away).
UNM and the executive and legisNov. 19, UNM vs. Colorado
lalative branches of the New Mex- State U. (away).
ico state government, will identify,
Nov. 20, UNM vs. Colorado ColSIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
assemble and forward materials lege (away).
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, Now llloxico
upon request. It will also be open
Phone 242-0096
Dec. 2, UNM vs. U. of Albuto people who wish to gather
querque
(home)
1
p.m.
Your
Texaco
Star Dealer
their own material.
12,
UNM
vs.
U.
of
AriFeb.
Fields of information that will
be stored in the bank include zona-exhibition (home) 1 p.m.
population, employment and income by area, agriculture, mining,
FREE RIDES TO THE HOMECOMING GAME
manufacturing,
construction,
transportation, communications,
The College Inn will provide free shuttle bus service for all
utilities, retail and wholesale
UNM students to and from the game this Saturday. Buses
trade,
banking,
government,
water and maps.
will leave The College Inn, 303 Ash N.E., at 12 noon and
The Bureau of Business Re12:30, and will stop at Hokona and Coronado halls before
search is located at 1821 Roma
going to University Stadium. Buses will be waiting after
NE. The telephone number is 277·
the game to take you back, with stops at The College Inn
2216.
and Hokona and Coronado halls. Why fight traffic? Come
to the game with The College Inn.

t!

Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery
6509 LOMAS BLVD.

I

NE - 255-7784
Thi5 Sunday:
Four Entrees from
which to choose

SPORTS PAGE

UNM Student Special
All Y~u Can Eat$1.00
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:~ P.M.

Lobo Soccer Club
Takes Fifth Win

Economic Data filed
)n UResearch Bank

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

S.e.

$/ep~otre
261J..IJ18o

Occasion

~~tgllHf
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T-Bird Is Due Nov. 10

loves good
conversation.

..

All he needs
•
1s an opener.

KING OF BEERS • ANH£USER-BUSCII, JriC.

(formerly ABC Parkview)

I 031 San Mateo SE
256-9190
Featuring Gitane-Legnano-Stelber & Rutlege
i;{ Professional & Touring Models
'{:{ Tires & Tubes
"k 3-5 - 10-15 Speed Bikes
"/)( We Ship Anyplace in the USA
'{:{ Service on all American & Imported Bikes
-/:( Dealer Inquiries Welcomed
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AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTEL

By CHUCIC J,ANIEU
UNM President Tom Popejoy
and three faculty members are to
present draft resolutions at the
Nov. 15 faculty meeting, University secretary John Durl'ie
told the LOBO yesterday. It was
announced that the meeting will
be closed to students.
President Popejoy is to present
those resolutions contained in his
May 15 letter to Selective Service
Director Lewis B. Hershey. Professors Paul Schmidt of the phi-

losophy department, Carl Selinger
of the law school, and Robert M.
Duncan will also present resolutions.
Students Barred by Vote
The rule barring students from
faculty meetings, Durrie told the
LOBO, was passed by the faculty long ago. But professor
Henry Weihofcn, chairman of the
Faculty Policy Committee, told
the LOBO that be knew of no
such policy.
Barring students from meet-

Receives $1000

4,

WaiTE dinn_e_ci'_J.;:,a-;ck,.-c7t -;b,-y----:c":-:-A-,.fter--S-,il<-,-"
excelleht condition, hardly worn, verY
reasonable, size 44. Clarkson, 865·7123,
Los LtmM.
11/3, 4, 7, 9.
STUDENT must sell 19&4 Ford Custom.
First $700 cash takes It, Call 242•3146.
11/3, 4, 7, 9.
LOST&FOUND
MINK .stole lost in New Mexle<> Union
Snack Dar October 27. Reward tor return. CaU 255·5483, 10/31, 11/2, 3,4.

acu ty to

Humor Journal

OLYMPIC CYCLE

FOR SALE
1964 YAMAUA, 90 c.c. Like new. $196,
With helmet. Contact John Lewis at the
Law School or nt 206% Madison NE.
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Me..rltt WUley

EXICOLOBO

-Join the Cycling Road Runners-
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Question: if you tapped this box
lightly for several minutes, what
would you have7

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

6/orm11/ COl.fi.J;,,

Just Moved To Our New Location

0588.

EW

()pl., 9JiJay e11tltirzgs

GEORGE GAMBLE GEN. MGR.

CLASSiFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.09. Insertions
mu..~ he. submitted by. noon on day before
pubhcatton to Room 159, Student Publications Building, Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair.. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E TYI!cwriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243-

a,

LttriW Jlue.,

Formals for
Every

ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGElES • TAMPA • llilUSTON

WANT ADS

10/26, 1112,

33o6

HOMECOMING DECOUATIONS were well underway yesterday at UNM's Greek houses. Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity really got off the ground illustration their story book
tale of Jack and the Beanstalk with their twenty-odd foot beanstalk. The Delta Delta Deltas had' covered their front lawn with the beginning of their magic carpet from the
tale of Aladdin and his magic lamp. Mary Strong, left, prepares to catch a string of electric light bulbs the Tri Delts are using to light up their entry. (LOBO photos by Pawley.) .~,

Student Senate approved a bill
Wednesday night allocating $1000
for the printing costs of humor
magazine for UNM.
Some argument against the publication resulted from the inci·
dents at Colorado University and
Texas Western in which editors
of like magazines ·were involved
with diciplinary action for publishing questionable material.
Given Trial
Senate decided that the magazine should be given a trial to let
the students decide if they want
to support such a venture.
Editor Bob Burton was elated
at the action. "They couldn't have
done any better or any sooner,"
he said. He said he and his staff
would start as soon as possible to
get advertising support for the
magazine.
Burton said that his proposed
magazine would iill, what he called
the "publications gap" that exists.
"We would try to fill in between
the LOBO and the THUNDERBIRD," Burton 11aid.
Contest Started
"We sure need a name so we're
starting a contest for students to
name the new magazine," he said.
"I think what we need is a oneword name that will reflect the

spirit . and the atmosphere of
UNM," he said. Contest entries
should be submitted to Bob Burton, Box 307 Alvarado Hall. Burton said entries should be dated.
"Our first job will be to go
out and get support from local advertisers," Burton said. "This will
be our biggest jcb.'' The money allocated by Senate is to go for
printing costs only. Any salaries
or profit will have to come from
either advertising or money collected from selling the magazine.
Campaign Begins
"The naming contest will begin
our promotional campaign," Burton said. He said that if the magazine gets student support he hopes
to publish four times a year. The
magazine will probably be . the
standard eight and a half by
eleven inches and should contain
16 pages of student-contributed
material, Burton said.

Coronation Free
'fhe coronation of tl1e Home..
coming Queen tonight at 8 p.m. in
Johnson Gym is frM and open to
the public. Following the cere•
mony in the Gym, there will be a
dance in the Union featuring the
Beau Brumells for $1.50 per person.

Answer: an ear drum.

No. 27

ear
ings "has been the general procedure," President Popejoy said,
but he stated that he would "look
into the matter" and see if something could be done, especially before the Nov. 15 meeting, when
draft resolutions are to be presented.
Suggested Two Alternatives
In his letter to Hershey, Popejoy suggested two alternatives to
the present selective service
policy. Either use a lottery system, recomended Popejoy, or delegate to the colleges and universities the power to certify certain
students as making normal progress based upon the individual
student's performance and within
the published rules and regulations of the Selective Service
System.
Prof. Schmidt's resolutions
call for a refusal by the University to provide records or grades
for selective service use and for
the University not to "coerce,
pressure, or endorse the student in
any manner with respect to selective service procedures."
Would Eliminate Deferments
An elimination of draft deferments for students and an urging
of the adoption of a common lottery procedure is called for by
Prof. Selinger's resolution. Both
Schmidt's and Selinger's resolutions are adopted by the UNM
chapter of the American Associa·
tion of University Professors.
The fourth resolution to be
presented to the faculty is one by
Prof. Duncan, which calls for a
continuation of a deferment system but reeomends that no draftees be sent to fight in peace ac·
tiona such as the one in VietNam.
Called "More Moderate''
When contacted by the LOBO,
professor Duncan said that his
i·esolution was more moderate
than the others (Selinger's and
Schmidt's). He added that he objected to the others because an
elimination of the deferments
would not be in the best interest
of the student and because lack
of cooperation with selective service could also hurt the student by
causing him to lose his student
deferment.
President Popejoy said that his

eas

ra
resolutions come as a result of
wanting "to be sure that our
side (the University) was represented." He added that he had
no idea how his resolution would
be greeted by the faculty.
Likes Deferment Idea
Pr~f. Duncan commented that
he thought it was good for students to be deferred, good for
them and good for the Army. He
stated that if everyone served in
the military after finishing his
education, the deferment system
would be the fairest one since
the burden of the military would
not fall upon those not attending
college.
Selinger has stated that his
resolution and Schmidt's "are not
really alternative resolutions."
He added that "they are really
two approaches to the problem
of selective service and high~r
education."

The purpose of his resolution,
Professor Schmidt stated, was fo
"go on record as being in objection to the present system."
Schmidt pointed out that this resolution should no be consrued as
an anti-war measure.''
Will Let Faculty Decide
In an Oct. 20 interview, Schmidt
stated that as to the future of
both resolutions passed by the
UNM chapter of AAUP, "I ought
to leave that up to the general
faculty.''
It was the general consensus
among those presenting the resolutions in the Nov. 15 meeting
that there was really no way of
telling what would happen. Durrie told the LOBO that information on what does result would be
made available to any one desif'ing it.

Last Chance

LOBO
football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART mEATER
Colorado St.
New Mexico
Utah
Arizona St.
Wyoming
Wichita
BYU
Texas Western--Arizona
Oregon St.
Total points UNM vs. Colorado St.
Contest rules
J, Contest is open to UNM atudents only,
2. Only ONE entry will be aecepted from each contestant and EverY garne
mu..t be picked.
3. Coniestants rnliat pick total point.! an UNM game and in case of a tie
the cont.!stant coming clollest will be declared the winner.
c. Entrieo must be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Friday,
5, lro member of Student Publications io eligible for Prizes.
6. Winner will reeeive four tickets for the tootbali season to Don Pancho's
Theater.
7. Entries wiU be judged by the Lobo sports etatr.
s ln cMe of ties the pri..., wiU be divided amonll' the winnoro.

NAME
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PHONE ---------------------~---

